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Course abstractThe course will provide an insight into various perspectives for film analysis - 

semiotics, psychoanalysis, culture memory, etc. It will cover the processes of meaning making in 

film, both documentary and feature. Thus, the course will enhance the understanding of a variety of 

perspectives from which film can be approached.  

Teaching methods: Lectures, workshops, seminars, group work, case studies, film analysis 

Learning outcomesOn completion of this course, students will be able to:  

•demonstrate an overall understanding of an appropriate scholarly discourse.  

•analyse and evaluate film from various perspectives showing understanding of various theories.  

•apply theoretical knowledge to the analysis of film excerpts.  

•analyse cases and key problems related to the main themes of the course. •demonstrate their 

ability to elaborate their own work-schedule, plan and complete a piece of independent work, and 

to respond to the feedback from their tutor. 

Requirements for awarding credit pointsAssessment methods:  

Requirements: Participated in 75% of classes, active participation in seminars, satisfactory (4 and 

above) evaluation for the exam  

Final examination: exam Final assessment consists of: participation in seminars (50%) exam (50%) 

Course content●Film as text and language  

●Messages in film: time and space; rhetorical tropes in film; denotative/connotative meanings  

●Lifestyle representation: Health related messages in Latvian cinema  

●Cultural Memory / Social Trauma: Social memory heritage related to historical events (WW I, WW 

II, Ulmanis era)  

●Struggles and opportunities in young national culture: Cultural products, cuisine, thought, 

individualism and collectivism  

●Self-reflections and conflict: Latvians in documentaries  

●Characters: typical characters in theory and Latvian cinema  

●Prop’s Dramatis Personae, Prop’s functions  

●Storytelling: story, plot, sjuzet, diegesis  

●Concepts of periodicity. Case: Innis on time and space.  

●Adaptation as means of transposing written culture to visual culture. Using cultural and literary 

theory in film analysis.  

●Auteur theory  

●Genre Film and Genre Theory  

●Aesthetics of digital content.  

●Feminism  

●Approaching culture and identities in moving image through semiotics  



●Materialism. Applied psychoanalysis.  

●Bruno Bettelheim Feuds successor ‘’something’’ versus ‘’something’’ - a matter of choice  

●Bruno Bettelheim - myths, rituals and symbolic wounds ●Marie Louise von Franz Jung’s successor - 

Jung’s archetypes and role of woman 
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